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JVES Auditorium
Dear Parents and Students,
The Jarrettsville Elementary School PTA is sponsoring the 2018 JEMS (Jarrettsville
Elementary Math and Science) Fair on Thursday, March 15th from 6:30-7:45 p.m.
Students from kindergarten through fifth grade are invited and encouraged to participate
in this fun and educational event.
The JEMS Fair is a non-competitive event for grades K-5. It is intended to
encourage students to investigate and share a science or math related topic that is of
interest to them, or that they are learning at their grade level. Parents and teachers are
encouraged to guide and support students during this project. The projects should be ageappropriate, student-led and should take a fairly small amount of time to complete.
You can download the JEMS Fair packet online at the PTA website. Just go to
http://www.jvespta.my-pta.org and click on Documents. If you’d like a hard copy of this
packet, you can request one on the participation form. Packets include: a guideline for the
final display, a list of suggested websites and books, parts of a science/engineering/math
fair project, a suggested timeline, participation forms, and a volunteer sign-up sheet for
assisting with the JEMS Fair.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call Stacy Geis at (443) 610-9639
or email her at stacylgeis@gmail.com. Have fun and see you at the Fair!
Sincerely,
The JEMS Fair Committee
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JEMS FAIR 2018
Participation Form
Due Date: January 19, 2018
Participation forms are due on or before January 19th, 2018
This earlier date ensures students have at least 6 weeks to complete their projects!
To participate in the 2018 JEMS Fair, simply send in this paper slip to your child’s teacher, or email the
information below to Stacy Geis, JEMS Fair Chairperson at stacylgeis@gmail.com. Please include JEMS
Fair in subject line.
_______ Yes, my child will participate in the JEMS Fair on Thursday, March 15th
Student First & Last Name ____________________________________________________
Parent Name and Email: _____________________________________________________
Teacher’s Name _______________________________

Grade _____________

Partner(s) First and Last Name(s) _________________________________________________
Teacher’s Name _______________________________
Do you want a hard copy of the packet sent home?

Grade _____________

Yes or No

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————
FOR ADDITIONAL CHILD/REN

Student First and Last Name ____________________________________________________
Email: ____________________________________________________________________
Teacher’s Name _______________________________

Grade _____________

Partner(s) First and Last Name(s) _________________________________________________
Teacher’s Name _______________________________
Do you want a hard copy of the packet sent home?

Yes or No

Grade _____________

JEMS FAIR 2018
Guidelines
Projects can be experiments, demonstrations, research, collections, math
explorations/investigations/calculations.
Projects must be displayed on a 3 three-part (tri-fold) poster board.
Boards are available for purchase from stores such as Michael’s,
Staples, or Office Depot.
The following information must be included on each poster board:
• Student name + partner name(s)***, teacher(s), and grade(s)
• Name of the project
• Materials & Methods- What was used and how each item was
used?
• Results and conclusions- What happened? What was learned?
What might this mean?
**Students can work together. In the past, we have had Girl Scout
troops, entire classes, friends and siblings submit projects together.
Websites for Math/Science Fair ideas:
Science Buddies, 2012. Choose from variety of science fair ideas with directions on completing the
investigation. Shows difficulty levels.
http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project_ideas.shtml
Education.com : Great ideas for Science fair projects
http://www.education.com/science-fair/
Math ideas from The Math Forum by Goodwin College of Professional Studies.
http://mathforum.org/teachers/mathproject.html
Science Bob, 2012. Fantastic Science fair ideas
http://www.sciencebob.com/sciencefair/ideas.php
Books
There are many great books to help choose an idea at school in the library. Suggested titles
include:
Shubkagel, Judy Fisher. Show Me How to Write an Experimental Science Fair Paper. Show Me
How Publications, Independence, MO, 1993. (Available from the NSTA Publications Catalog
(800) 830-3232 or www.NSTA.org)
Hands-On Science Fair for Pre-K-1 by Carson-Dellosa Publishing Co, Inc. (CD-7300) that includes
pictures to sequence and display.
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Parts of a Science, Engineering, and
Mathematics Fair Project
(from BCPS Stem Fair Information Packet)

Question
Good science investigations begin with a question. This question often asks “what if,” “how, or
“what effect something will have.” The question should be one that can lead to an experiment,
which will yield either quantitative or qualitative data. A question that is well written will
often identify the independent variable in the experiment (see procedure section below).
Research Report
The research report provides the opportunity to read several different expository selections
about the general topic. Acquisition of information allows the student to make an informed
hypothesis. This also helps the formulation of a procedure for testing the hypothesis.
Hypothesis
A hypothesis is an attempted answer to the question being investigated. The hypothesis
attempts to predict the outcome of the experiment and suggests a possible reason(s) for this
outcome. The hypothesis should be based on research and/or prior knowledge/observations
and is proven true or untrue by the investigation.
Materials
Materials used in the experiment need to be listed in specific amounts and sizes. (Example –
three five-gram weights) This allows other people to replicate (repeat) the experiment exactly
to see if they get the same results. This process is called verification.
Procedure
The procedure used in an experiment must be written in a clear, sequential manner in order to
allow someone else to follow the same steps to replicate the experiment. Numbering the steps
followed in the procedure is helpful to someone who is reading the procedure. In determining
the procedure that will be used in the investigation, the factors that will affect the outcome of
the experiment, called variables, must be identified and controlled. There are three types of
variables that must be considered:
•

•

•

Independent variable (manipulated variable) – the factor that will be intentionally
changed during the experimental procedure in order to find out what effect it has on
something else. An example of an independent variable is using different lengths of string
to construct a pendulum in order to observe the effect the length of the string has on the
swing of the pendulum.
Dependent variable (responding variable) – the factor that is observed and
measured to see if it is affected by the change made in the independent variable. An
example of a dependent variable is the number of swings the pendulum makes when the
length of its string is changed.
Variables that are controlled – the factors in the experiment that must be kept exactly
the same to make sure that they are not having any effect on the dependent variable.
Variables that would need to be controlled in the pendulum experiment would be the mass
of the pendulum, the type of string, and the release height of the pendulum.

Results
The results of the experiment include the measurements taken and observations made as well
as a written explanation of the outcome. Data that are observed or measured during the
experiment should be recorded as the experiment is conducted. The best format to collect data
is a data collection table. When constructing a data collection table, it should be remembered
that repeated trials of the experiment must be conducted to obtain valid results. Data can then
be analyzed and graphed. A statistical analysis of the collected data to include the mean,
median, mode, and range can be completed where appropriate. It is helpful to present the data
in the form of a graph so that the data illustrated can easily be interpreted. The two most
commonly used types of graphs for science experiments are detailed below.
Bar Graphs are used to display discrete data, or data that is distinct and separate from other
information. Data shown on a bar graph often reflect measured or counted amounts. For
example, the average number of drops of plain water versus the average number of drops of
soapy water that will fit on a penny would best be shown on a bar graph. The bars drawn on a
bar graph must all be the same width and are separated by spaces in between them.
Line graphs are used to display continuous data or data that goes on without a stop or break.
Experiments that have dependent (responding) variables involving temperature, time, or
distance will usually yield data that should be graphed as a line graph. Line graphs are useful
to analyze relationships among collected data. In particular, line graphs can show trends in
data – increasing, decreasing, or staying the same. The dissolving time of a solid in a range of
different temperatures would be an example of data best displayed on a line graph.
The independent (manipulated) variable is usually represented on the horizontal (x) axis of a
graph and dependent (responding) variable is represented on the vertical axis of a graph. The
graph should also have:
• Numbers in even intervals (1’s, 2’s, 5’s, 10’s, 100’s, etc.);
• Labels for both the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) axes; and
• A title that reflects the information that is being represented on the graph.
Written Explanation of Results
The data chart and/or graph is followed by paragraph describing the results. The paragraph
should
• note highs and lows of data collected,
• include the calculated mean, median, and mode as appropriate for the grade level,
• describe trends in the data,
• restate the number of trials completed
• state any inferences and/or observations evidenced by the data
Conclusion
A conclusion has four parts:
1. It should reflect back on the original hypothesis and state whether it was supported or not.
2. It should answer the original question that started the investigation and include results
used as the basis for that conclusion.
3. It should include specific data from the investigation.
4. It should include inferences that can be made from the results of the experiment.
5. It should include any additional questions that could be investigated or information that
could be researched in the future. In addition, any problems that were experienced during
the experiment can be discussed.
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Suggested Timeline

Jan. 4, 2018

~ Introduce JEMS Fair ~
Video & Sign Up Form goes home

Jan. 4- Jan 19
(2 weeks)

Choose a topic, talk with teachers and
parents about project, begin to assemble
materials & submit your participation
form.

Friday, Jan 19

Last day to submit student
participation forms (paper form or
email)

Jan 19 – Feb 16
(4 weeks)

Conduct experiment and collect data

Feb 19– Feb 23
(1 week)

Analyze your results

Feb 26 – March 2
(1 week)

Prepare your poster

Wednesday, March 7

1st opportunity for tri-fold board
submission 7-9:00 a.m.

Thursday, March 8

2nd opportunity for tri-fold board
submission 4-5:00 p.m.

Friday, March 9

Snow Date collection if one or both of days
(Mar 8 or Mar 9) are not possible from
school closing or delay.

Thursday, March 15,2018

JEMS Fair Night
6:30-7:45 p.m.

All tri-fold poster boards will be collected in the school lobby on:
-Wednesday, March 7th before school from 7-9:00 a.m.
-Thursday, March 8th after school from 4-5 pm
-Snow Date of Friday, March 10th allotted if one or both of prior days are not possible due to
school delay or closing. If school is closed or delayed from inclement weather, do not bring the
boards to the school.
-Any items that are to be displayed with the poster boards should be brought in the night of the
JEMS fair.
The JEMS Fair will be held in the JVES Auditorium on Thursday, March 15th from
6:30-7:45 p.m. Family and friends are invited to come see what our students have done. We
invite student presenters to spend some of their time at their own posters explaining their projects
to people, and some of the time investigating the projects created by their schoolmates.
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Volunteers Needed!
To make sure this year’s JEMS Fair runs smoothly, please consider donating your time! It doesn’t
take much, but the more help we have, the better! If you’d like to work with us, please just fill out
this slip and send it in to your child’s teacher. Or, email the information to Stacy Geis
(stacylgeis@gmail.com) JEMS Fair Chairperson. Be sure to type JEMS Fair in the subject line.
Thank you in advance for helping out! The kids really are the ones who benefit!
Please check the events for which you are able to volunteer:
____ Collect tri-fold poster boards on Wednesday, March 7th (7-9:00 AM or for part of the time)
____ Collect tri-fold poster boards on Thursday, March 8th (4 – 5 PM)
____ Distribute certificates in student area prior to fair Thursday, March 15th (6:00-6:30PM)
____ Set-up Fair on Thursday, March 15th afternoon/evening (more info to follow if interested)
____ If we set up Fair early, on Wednesday, March 14th, are you available?
____ Tear-down after Fair on Thursday, March 15th from 7:45-8:00 p.m.
Parent Name __________________________________________________
Student Name _________________________________________________
Phone Number ________________________________________________
Email address _________________________________________________
Best time to reach me: __________________________________________

Thank you in advance for your help in making the JEMS Fair a success for all
Jarrettsville Elementary Students!

